May 14, 2022 - 64th edition at Caravan Camping Club - ARI Modena APS

#mercatinodimarzaglia

MERCATINO DI MARZAGLIA
Rules and information

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY OR
INFORMATION DURING THE EVENT
Reach out to a staff member!
The Staff booth is under the tent next to
the caffeteria. Red Cross Paramedics are
next to the entrance. You can also call us
at the number below.

059 596 7727
COVID-19 spread prevention
Wear your mask when you can't keep
distance from each other!
Each exhibitor brings a hand sanitizer.
Let's use it!!
Follow the staff instructions!

Mercatino di Marzaglia is a meeting and exchange initiative for amateur
radio operators organized by Sezione di Modena of ARI, Associazione
Radioamatori Italiani (ARI Modena APS) in collaboration with Caravan
Camping Club Modena APS.
The even takes place over a private and delimited area, and does not involve
merchandising or entertainment. By entering the area upon registration,
you accept all these regulations entirely, relieving the organizing entity of
any responsibility, also in relation to quality and origin of the items you
bring, committing to obey to this document and to all other regulations in
force. During the course of the event, the organizing entity may perform
recordings.

Exhibition and exchange regulations
The item display is dedicated to amateurs,
enthusiasts, collectors with the aim of exchanging
own and second hand items and tools among private
subjects without profit such as radios, electronics,
audio devices, measurment instruments, optical
instruments, books and prints, surplus.

The items must be second-hand, of exclusive
ownership of the exhibitor and related to radio,
electronics and retrocomputing. Printer cartidges,
CD/DVD, cellphone gadgets, covers, etc are strictly
prohibited. Antique fornitures such as lamps,
ceramics etc are also not allowed.

The staff can dispose the removal of objects not
aligned with this regulation and/or require to leave
the area.

As this is a meeting and exchange event, you can't label
items with prices.
A testing bench is available to all guests free of charge.
Use of gas cylinders, free flames and power generators is
forbidden.

Do not leave any item behind. Trash can be disposed of in
proper containers available in the area.
The organization entity is relieved by any responsability
connected to thief or damage to the items you bring,
including any accident to the supporting elements (tables,
folding elements, etc)
Responsabilities related to the items brought for exchange
and the responsability connected to the exchange itself are
in charge to who brings and displays the items.
It is forbidden to exchange material aoutside the area and
timetable of the event.

More information on www.marzaglia.it

